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ON ZIMMERMANN-HUISGEN'S SPLITTING THEOREM

VICTOR CAMILLO1

Abstract. This note is motivated by a paper of Birge Zimmermann-Huisgen, which

in turn is motivated by a long sequence of papers—the first due to Faith—dealing

with the question of when the canonical embedding of a direct sum of modules in

the corresponding direct product splits. Zimmermann-Huisgen answered a question

raised by previous authors by showing that if ft is a von Neumann regular ring the

only way this can happen is that, except for a finite number, the modules involved

must each be semisimple with only a finite number of simple modules involved.

Based on a new, more elementary argument, we establish a necessary condition for

the sum-product splitting over an arbitrary (associative) ring ft (with identity).

This note is motivated by a paper of Birge Zimmermann-Huisgen [3], which in

turn is motivated by a long sequence of papers—the first due to Faith [1]—dealing

with the question of when the canonical embedding of a direct sum of modules in

the corresponding direct product splits. Zimmermann-Huisgen answered a question

raised by previous authors by showing that if P is a von Neumann regular ring the

only way this can happen is that, except for a finite number, the modules involved

must each be semisimple with only a finite number of simple modules involved. See

the text for a precise statement.

Based on a new, more elementary argument, we establish a necessary condition

for the sum-product splitting over an arbitrary (associative) ring P (with identity).

The above-mentioned result is obtainable as an immediate consequence of

Theorem 1. Let (A/,-),-6/ be a family of right R-modules. If the canonical embedding

c: £,e/ © M¡ —> n,e/A7, splits, then there is a cofinite subset J of I such that the factor

ring P/ann R Y!iejM¡ has the ascending chain condition on annihilators.

In the special case where all the M¡ are equal, this is due to Zimmermann [4, Satz

6.2]. This, in turn, extends a previous result of Lenzing for M, = P for all / [2,

Proposition 2],

We are able to prove this result by applying a lemma of Wolfgang Zimmermann

[4]. I happily ackowledge that after the above theorem was proved, it was Birge

Zimmermann-Huisgen who pointed out that the result could be obtained using this

lemma, and the proof of my generalization as written in the text is in fact hers.
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Notation. All modules are right modules unless otherwise stated. Annihilators

should be clear from the context.

A /»-functor defined on Mod P is a subfunctor of the forgetful functor F:

Mod P -» Mod Z that commutes with direct products. U is a subfunctor of F means

that for every P-module M, there is associated an abelian subgroup MU in such a

way that f(NU) c MU whenever /: TV -* M is a homomorphism. U commutes with

products means that (Y\M¡)U = Y\(M¡U). A natural example is the following: Given

any subset A of P, defined U via MU = ann w/l.

A fundamental lemma connecting /»-functors with the splitting of countable sums

in products was proved by Wolfgang Zimmermann [4, Lemma 3.2]. Here TV is the set

of natural numbers.

Lemma 2. Let P = T\¡elM¡, S = E,e, © M„ and for every subset K of I write

PK = \\¡eKM¡. Moreover, let {Un\n G N} be a descending chain of p-functors. Then

splitting of the canonical embedding 0 —» S —> P implies the existence of a cofinite

subset J of I and a natural number n0 such that

PjÜ„-PjUno    foralln>n0

(in other words, MfJn = MjUn for all n > n0 and all ie/).

Proof of Theorem 1. Retaining the notation of the lemma, suppose that the

canonical embedding 0 -» S -» P splits.

Step A. In the first step we establish the existence of a cofinite subset J of I such

that, for each cofinite subset K c J, we have ann^P^) = annR(P,); in other words,

the set {annR(PK)\K c 7 cofinite} contains a maximal element.

The contrary would mean that each cofinite subset J oí I contains a decreasing

chain J d Kx d A"2 d A3 d • • • of cofinite subsets with annR(PK ) D annR(PK )

for all n. Fix one chain and let L = U„eN(7 — Kn)\ our first claim would fail for the

countable split sum-product inclusion 0 -» © M¡ -» FI,eZM,. Therefore, we may

again retreat to the case 7 = N and simplify the notation to P„ = V\i>„Mi.

Applying the lemma to the descending chain of /»-functors {Un\n g N} with

MUn = annwannÄ(P„),we obtain an index n0 such that PnU„ = P„U„ for all

n > «0, that is,

ann,,   annR(P„) = annP   annR(P„ )    forall«^n0.

Since annRannp annR(JV) = annR(A") for any subset X c Pn , we derive annR(Pn)

= annR(P„ ) for all n > «0 as desired.

Sié/j B. Let / be a cofinite subset of 7 such that A = annR(Pj) is maximal in the

sense of Step A. We wish to show that S = R/A has the ascending chain condition

on right annihilators.

First notice that the canonical embedding 0 -» © mJMi -» n,-eyM,- = Py splits as

an embedding of S-modules and that, by construction, PK is a faithful S-module for

every cofinite subset K of /.

Next, given any descending chain P, d B2z> B3Z) ■ • ■ of subsets of S, apply the

lemma to the product P, and the descending chain {KJneN} of /»-functors on
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mod S1 given by MV„ = annwannsP„, where ann9 denotes the right annihilator in

S. This furnishes a cofinite subset KoiJ and a natural number n0 such that

PkK = PKV„u    ¡or all n>n0,

or, more explicitly,

annP annsP„ = ann,, annsP„     for all « > n0.

But it is easy to see that if X is any faithful S-module and A c B are subsets of 5,

then ann^ anns A = aniij- anns B implies anns A = anns B. In fact, we have

XB c ann^ anns P = annx anns^4, whence AC = 0 entails XBC = 0; but A" being

faithful, XBC = 0 is tantamount to BC = 0. The special choice X = PK thus yields

annsBn = annsP„     for all « > »0,

Corollary 3 (Zimmermann - Huisgen [3]). Let R be a von Neumann regular ring

and { M¡\i G 7 } a family ofR-modules. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) The canonical embedding of the direct sum of the M, in the product splits.

(2) There is a cofinite subset J of I such that E,ey ffi M¡ is injective.

(3) There is a cofinite subset J of I such that £,ey ffi Mt is semisimple with only

finitely many homogeneous components, and with each of the occurring simple modules

finitely generated over its endomorphism ring.

Proof. (1) => (3). By the theorem there is a cofinite subset J cz I such that R/A

has the ascending chain condition on right annihilators, where A = annR(Y\ieJM¡).

Since R/A is von Neumann regular, this means that R/A is semisimple, and, hence,

as an P/^4-module, T.ieJ ffi M, has the claimed structure. But this structure im-

mediately carries over to the analogous behavior of the P-module E,ey ffi M¡.

(3) => (2). This is due to Faith [1].

(2) => (1). Trivial.

Corollary 4. Let R be a simple ring. Suppose there is a split canonical sequence

0 —> Ejtj ffi A/,- —» n,= 1M, with each Mi # 0. Then R has the ascending chain condi-

tion on right annihilators.

Proof. Since P is simple, ann(FIM,) = 0.

Question. If R is simple and has a.c.c. on annihilators, is there a non trivial splitting

as above?
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